Beam quality degradation of signal light in a side pumping coupler with a large-mode-area signal fiber.
In addition to the pump coupling efficiency and power handling capability of a signal/pump coupler, it is of great importance for high power fiber lasers and amplifiers to maintain the optical properties of the signal light propagating through the component. We report on the comprehensive theoretical and experimental investigations on the beam quality degradation of the signal light in a side pumping coupler with large-mode-area (LMA) signal fiber, fabricated by tapered-fused technique. For the purpose of further understanding the mechanism of beam quality degradation of a side pumping coupler, the impact of micro deformation and thermal dopant diffusion in the signal core is analyzed and discussed theoretically through Beam Propagation Method (BPM). The beam quality and signal insertion loss of several home-made couplers with different fabrication parameters are measured experimentally. We show theoretically and experimentally (using a hydrogen/oxygen flame) that the beam quality degradation and the signal insertion loss are dependent on the temperature and duration of heating process, as well as on the size of the heating region. Accordingly, several solutions and suggestions about the component design and fabrication with the consideration of beam quality are proposed.